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The World Atlas of Whisky: New Edition by Dave Broom, Hardcover | Barnes &
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Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Want to Read saving…. Want to Read Currently Reading Read. Other editions.
Enlarge cover. Error rating book. Refresh The World Atlas of Whisky try again. Open Preview See a Problem? Details if other :. Thanks for telling
us about the problem. Return to Book Page. While Scotland gave birth to whisky, its progeny now populate all four corners of the globe - from
the U. Today whisky sales are booming, making the timing perfect for this massive, witty, gorgeously illustrated volume.



Get A Copy. Hardcoverpages. Published October 18th by Mitchell Beazley first published October 1st More Details Other Editions Friend
Reviews. To see what your friends thought of this book, please sign up. To ask other readers questions about The World Atlas of Whiskyplease
sign up. Be the first to ask a question about The World Atlas of Whisky.

Lists with This Book. Community Reviews. Showing Average rating 4. Rating details. More filters. Sort order. Coffee table books disappear after
you have children. They migrate to the top of bookshelfs, safe from grubby little destructive hands. That does not mean however, The World Atlas
of Whisky you no longer have or collect the glossy, interesting, picture filled conversation pieces that are good coffee table books.

They just no longer The World Atlas of Whisky pride of place in Coffee table books disappear after you have children. They just no longer take
pride of place in front of your favourite recliner, since your living room became a battlefield. The World Atlas of Whisky by Dave Broom is the
ultimate coffee table book for the whisky enthusiast, whisky curious or whisky pretentious.

This hard back, slip covered The World Atlas of Whisky last five seconds with my kids tome, is just as hefty as any encyclopaedia, world atlas or
reference book you would have seen The World Atlas of Whisky a kid, before the Internet made them obsolete; it even has maps!

The main difference is The World Atlas of Whisky book is devoted solely to the wondrous world of whisky; how it The World Atlas of Whisky
made, how it smells and tastes but mostly, where it comes from. The book begins with a primer on what whisky is that covers all the main areas
you would expect from a book about whisky. All the whiskies mentioned in this book are placed into one of five The World Atlas of Whisky
camps or four for North American style whiskeys that group the whiskies together based on their flavour profiles.

This is a very handy system for learning what style of whisky you like. Likewise, if you dislike a specific whisky you can look up other similar
whiskies which you may prefer to avoid for the time being. Each example whisky is represented as a dot colour coded by Flavour Camp and its
position on the chart determines its flavour characteristics.

Towards the top is Smoky and towards the bottle is Delicate. The further left the lighter the whisky is, the further to the right, the richer the whisky
is. It is an excellent system and highlights a few areas where the Flavour Camps cross over. The main purpose of the maps is to show the reader
the locations of the over distilleries detailed in this book.

I am planning a whisky distillery trip to Scotland in and this book will no doubt prove invaluable. It covers Scotland in greatest detail, further
breaking down the country into recognised whisky regions and then splitting these regions where required to provide sufficient detail and separation
of some of the more densely populated areas. Ireland, Japan, the USA, Canada and the rest of the world are also covered but the level of detail is
not quite as exhaustive as Scotland of which almost half the book is dedicated to.

The photography throughout this book is spectacular, from stunning landscapes to the glistening copper stills within distilleries and warehouses full
of whisky barrels, to detailed close-ups of ingredients or the finished products. You could quite easily just flip through the book and admire the
photographs. They complement the written words and the highly detailed maps perfectly helping to create a very high quality complete package.
Lastly but not least, each distillery featured on the maps is given an introduction, often with interesting snippets of information from key figures such
as master distillers and tasting notes of a selection of their whisky expressions including New Make, which is the freshly distilled spirit prior to being
placed in barrels for aging.

I found it quite interesting to see the evolution of the New Makes across a series of tasting notes for each distillery. It is also handy to have
consistent language across all the tasting notes within. This is the second edition of The World Atlas of Whisky and was published in I would
expect a new edition to The World Atlas of Whisky released in the next couple of years.

If you are a whisky enthusiast, I cannot recommend this book enough and if you are looking for the perfect give for the whisky lover in your life
other than whisky look no further than this exceptional whisky reference.

Just keep it away from grubby little fingers. Please consider using my affiliate links if you are planning to purchase this book. If you follow one of
the links below and make a purchase, I will receive a small commission it The World Atlas of Whisky cost you anything and I will be very grateful.
Thanks, WhiskyDad. Apr 29, Dane Wozniak rated it it was amazing Shelves: cooking.

Indeed a very comprehensive book to start with to understand the world The World Atlas of Whisky whisky. The World Atlas of Whisky book.
The interactive iBooks version adds a nice touch. Jun 14, Bonnie Schopfer rated it it was amazing. Whether you're looking to learn a little or a lot
about whiskey, this book is the one to read. I found the flavour map at the beginning and the recommendations for further tastings throughout to be
incredibly helpful.

If you work in the hospitality industry, this is a must-have book. Dec The World Atlas of Whisky, Cn Skinner rated it it was amazing. Close on
with my tastes. Very nice descriptions and wonderful photography. Feb 10, Lizzy marked it as to-read Shelves: gift-list. Feb 27, Zhang Jimmy
rated it it was amazing. View 1 comment. Zerlina rated it really liked it Feb 14, Liz Schmidt rated it did not like it Dec 25, Vincent Lung rated it it
was amazing Jul 07, Sam Shingleton rated it really liked it Aug 05, Dave rated it really liked it Apr 07, Michael rated it it was amazing Jul 17, Chris
Walton rated it it was amazing Apr 10, Erdem Karaadam rated it it was amazing Oct 21, Ryan rated it liked it Jun 19, Justin rated it it was amazing
Jan 11, Dave Crokaert rated it it was amazing Jul 23, Jeneen rated it it was amazing Dec 26, Scott Gillespie rated it it was amazing Nov 27, Tenz
rated it really liked it Oct 18, James rated it it was amazing Aug 06, Nicole Marie Myers rated it it was amazing Sep 28, Maureen Hine rated it it
was amazing Feb 03, Angus rated it it was amazing Dec 28, Rafa saturday rated it it was amazing May 04, Wendall Hall rated it it was amazing
May 03, There are no discussion topics on this book yet.

Readers also enjoyed. Food and Drink.



The World Atlas of Whisky : Dave Broom :
Uh-oh, it looks like your Internet Explorer is out of date. For a better shopping experience, please upgrade now. Javascript is not enabled in your
browser. Enabling JavaScript in your browser will allow you to experience all the features of our site.

Learn how to enable JavaScript on your browser. Home 1 Books 2. Add to Wishlist. Sign in to Purchase Instantly. Members save with free
shipping everyday! See details. Overview How does one The World Atlas of Whisky the complexities of whisky? How does one define the
flavors and aromas that create the most deliciously teasing and satisfying of drinks? This essential guide to the water of life groups whiskies by
style, allowing the reader to identify new whiskies to try from around the world.

So, experiment with a new taste or relax with an old favorite and prepare to immerse yourself. The World Atlas of Whisky includes detailed The
World Atlas of Whisky, samples single malts from Aberfeldy to Tormore, great blends from Bushmills to Yoichi and the best of the bourbons and
ryes from Barton to Wild Turkey. The World Atlas of Whisky offers tasting notes on over selected expressions.

In-depth descriptions of all the key Scottish distilleries can be found here, while Ireland, Japan, the USA, Canada and the rest of the world are
given exhaustive The World Atlas of Whisky. Product Details About the Author. About the Author Award-winning author and whisky expert
Dave Broom has been writing about whisky for 20 years as a journalist and author. He has written eight books, two of which, Drink! He has also
won the Glenfiddich Drinks Writer of the Year twice.

Related Searches. View Product. Events That Changed the World. The World Atlas of Whisky 20th century began with a sense of great
optimism.

Extraordinary breakthroughs in science and Extraordinary breakthroughs in science and invention promised the dawn of an exciting new world.
Yet great breakthroughs in military technology, combined with shifting ideologies and old rivalries, made the 20th For the Best Sister Ever: The
perfect gift.

A perfectly proportioned and stylish book to give to your sister on any occasion. From celebrating From celebrating special milestones to quick
five-minute catch-ups on the phone, you can always rely on your sister to be there for you. This beautiful collection of Four Legged Therapy: How
fur, scales and feathers. Discover the joys of unconditional love and how the best lessons can come from a Discover the joys of unconditional love
and how the best lessons can come from a pet.

Pet Therapy is filled with stories of humans and animals being together. A wordless listener, something to care for, a way to get outside Leon
restaurants have transformed lunchtime with their many flavorful alternatives to an energy-sapping sandwich.

Mediterranean: Naturally nourishing recipes from the world's. It is cooking with love. Tangy lemony tabbouleh, smoky, rich baba ghanouj,
beautifully spiced lamb shank These dishes represent the flavors of Rawia's Middle Eastern childhood with recipes copied faithfully from family
cookbooks Picasso's Tears.

Politically inflamed and intensely personal, this fourth book of poems by Wong May Octopus Books.

The World Atlas of Whisky by Dave Broom - Books - Hachette Australia
This new, fully updated edition of The World Atlas of Whisky provides an in-depth, comprehensive The World Atlas of Whisky through the
history, process, distilleries and expressions of world whiskies. The perfect go-to reference guide The World Atlas of Whisky the whisky lover's
bookshelf.

Award-winning author and whisky expert Dave Broom explores over distilleries and examines over expressions. Detailed descriptions of the
Scottish distilleries can be found here, while Ireland, Japan, the USA, Canada and the rest The World Atlas of Whisky the world are given
exhaustive coverage. There are tasting notes on single malts from Aberfeldy to Tormore, Yoichi and coverage of The World Atlas of Whisky best
of the blends.

Six specially created 'Flavour Camp Charts' group whiskies by style and allow readers to identify new whiskies from around the world to try. This
extensively updated and extended edition features new material on burgeoning areas, including detailed coverage of many recently opened The
World Atlas of Whisky craft distilleries, new distilleries in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, and discussion of the growing whisky scene in Latin
America.

With over beautiful colour photographs and 21 colour maps locating distilleries and whisky-related sites, this is a stylish celebration of the heritage,
romance, craftsmanship and versatility of whisky. Knowledge, integrity, and passion: these are the three words that best describe Dave Broom. It
shows in every word he writes. Award-winning author and whisky expert Dave Broom has been writing about whisky for 25 years as a journalist
and author.

He has written eight books, two of which Drink! He is also editor of the Scotch Whisky Review and a contributor to a raft of national and
international titles including the SpectatorMixologyand Imbibe Europe. He is a regular broadcaster on TV and radio. His remit has covered
consumer features as well as business reports. He is also actively involved in whisky education, acting as a consultant to major distillers on tasting
techniques as well as teaching professionals and the The World Atlas of Whisky.

He was also one of the developers of Diageo's generic whisky tasting tool, the Flavour Map. Evelyn Waugh: A Life Revisited. The Hairy Dieters:



Fast Food. My Life with Wagner. Guide To Better Acol Bridge.

The Hairy Dieters: Good Eating. Engineering in the Ancient World. Carl Rogers: A Critical Biography. The Carl Rogers Reader. Your cart Close.
Go Search. The best whisky book ever - a must-read for drinkers!

More books by Dave Broom. Left loading Praise for The World Atlas of Whisky. Dave Broom Award-winning author and whisky expert Dave
Broom has been writing about whisky for 25 years as a journalist and author.

Readers also viewed. Find a book you'll love, get our newsletter name email. YES I have read and consent to Hachette Australia using my
personal information or data as set out in its Privacy Policy and I understand I have the right to withdraw my consent at any time.

This website uses cookies. Using this website means you are okay with this but you can find out more and learn how to manage your cookie
choices here. Close cookie policy overlay.
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